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which, additionally, can be of different and
diverse types. Taking that into account, we have
designed a new concept of MMH, one which
expands our scope under a new name: Mining
and Minerals Hall. World Mining Meeting in
Europe. Thus, apart from metallic, we embrace
other minerals such as arid, ornamental stone
and, particularly, industrial minerals. In fact,
the mining production value almost reaches
3 billion euros in Spain, generating around
100.000 direct jobs in some 2.900 mining sites.
Furthermore, in Europe, not including fossils,
total production is 225 million tons. Mining
plays, therefore, an outstanding role in our
continent.

MMH reaches its third edition, which confirms
the importance of mining as a driver of
economic growth, becoming a strategic sector
for the creation of employment and wealth.
By means of this meeting, Europe aims to
position itself in the world as a reference for
the international mining industry, by offering
companies a trade networking space and
providing professionals with a discussion forum
to share experiences and generate knowledge.
In this third edition, that knowledge focuses on
technological trends in mining.
The human being has been developing the
mining activity for many centuries during which
techniques have been improved and efficiency
as well as sustainability have been gradually
increased. We have left behind that image linked
to an environmentally unfriendly industry.
Extraction companies and their complementary
industrial sector make major investments in
improving all the processes in order to fully
integrate mining within the environment and
society, without ignoring research, so important
to achieve progress in new areas such as
underwater or asteroid mining.
Mining is a strategic engine for development for
any country that has this kind of resources

“In Spain, it
generates
around
100.000 jobs
in some 2.900
mining sites”
That is what we want to reflect in this MMH
new edition. What is more, as a relevant
sector in many countries’ economies, we also
deem it necessary for society to know the
mining industry’s actual reality, committed
to sustainability and innovation. We must be
transparent too in our actions in order for
the citizens to trust and support the different
projects carried out in their environments.
To accomplish that, the relationships created
among companies, public institutions and
universities are essential. And Mining and
Minerals Hall is the proper to develop those
relationships.

Javier Targhetta Roza
MMH Commissioner

EXHIBITION AREA
Seville Conference and Exhibition Centre (FIBES)
has three identical exhibition pavilions, each
measuring 7,200m², 120m long x 60m wide x
12m high.

linear metres – providing electricity, ISDN,
telephone lines, cable Internet connection, etc.
These services mean that the pavilions can be
used for any purpose and any type of event.

The entire space is at the same level, with no
pillars, Wifi access, service manholes every 8

TRADE EXHIBITION FEES
1. Modular stand

2. Open floor

16 m2 = 2.500 € + VAT
32 m2 = 5.000 € + VAT

From to 16 a 32 m2 / 125 € + VAT
From 48 to 64 m2 / 110 € + VAT
From 96 m2 and more / 90 € + VAT

Modular stand fees include the following services:
- Tradeshow carpeting
- Daily stand cleaning
- Compulsory insurance
- Lettering up to 12 digits
- Electricity supply with switchboard and connections (5,500W)
- Switchboard/single-phase connection. 5,500W/220V
- One socket
- Invitations and exhibitor passes according to contracted square metres
- Registration for the Congress according to contracted square metres

main sponsorship
There are different types of sponsorship. The four main ones are listed below, although there is a wide
variety of options.

platinUM

gold

silver

copper

30.000€

20.000€

10.000€

5.000€

Official sponsor
with exclusive rights
in the sector, entitled
to 500 invitations to
the exhibition area
and 25 invitations to
the Congress.

Official sponsor
entitled to 300
invitations to the
exhibition area and
15 invitations to the
Congress.

Official sponsor
entitled to 150
invitations to the
exhibition area and
10 invitations to the
Congress..

Official sponsor
entitled to 75
invitations to the
exhibition area and
5 invitations to the
Congress

The logo will be
included in roll-up
display, entrance
banner, use of 16m²
of pavilion floor.

The logo will be
included in rollup display and
entrance banner.

Static and mobile features

The logo will be
included in roll-up
display, entrance
banner, use of 64m²
of pavilion floor,
photocall, room’s
name after sponsor.

The logo will be
included in roll-up
display, entrance
banner, use of 32m²
of pavilion floor,
photocall.

Printed material
All sponsorship includes the logo in all the media plan and specialised publications to be contracted,
invitations, programme handout, etc.

Digital provisions
All sponsorship includes web page, social networks, both event and institutional and digital media
banners..

other sponsorship *
Briefcases with logo of a single brand
Briefcases for delegates. I all media plan and specialised
magazines to be contracted, invitations, programme

Social networks of the event.

7.000 €

Social networks of the event.

4.000 €

-

1.000 €

-

5.000 €

-

700€

handouts, etc.

Briefcases with several brands
Briefcases for delegates along with the other
sponsors

Merchandising inside briefcases
-

Lanyards
Lanyards supplied by sponsor.

Brochure inside briefcases
-

Gala dinner
Signage of the room where the dinner takes place,
projection during dinner, customised theme selection of the
dinner venue with sponsor’s trade mark..

Social networks of the event,
dinner invitations. .

15.000€

Inauguration cocktail
Signage of the room where the cocktail takes place,

Social networks of the event,

projection during cocktail.

cocktail invitations.

10.000 €

Coffee for delegates
Signage of the space where the coffee takes place.

Social networks of the event,
coffee invitations.

5.000 €

Goodie bags for visitors
Goodie bags for visitors.

Social networks of the event.

6.000€

Visit to the mines (in exclusive)
Signage in the room indicating schedule and visit to the

Social networks of the event,

mines, as well as the bus for the journeys..

invitations to visit.

15.000€

Visit to a mine
Signage in the room indicating schedule and visit to the

Social networks of the event,

mine, as well as bus for the journeys..

invitations to visit.

*Subject to availability

5.000€

MMH commercial department
COMMERCIAL SECRETARY
Fueyo Editores
Contact: Luis Fueyo
+34 914 151 804
+34 650 947 258
commercial@mmhseville.com
Jesús García
+34 607 51 52 15

FIBES
Contact: Laura Rubiales
+34 954 478 729
lrubiales@fibes.es

REQUEST FOR SERVICES / SERVIFIBES
For any additional services you may require in order
for your participation to be a success, we offer you
our SERVIFIBES department to manage any need in
connection with the assembly, image and organisation of
your stand at MMH::
·Signage
·Design stands
·Furniture
·Hostesses
·Audiovisuals
·Electricity

SERVIFIBES
+34 954 47 87 19

